JUNIOR GOLF
Kids, Fitness, Fun, Skills—Then Golf

Isler Opens a Different Sort of Gateway for Juniors
By David Gould, Staﬀ Editor

Summit convenes down the road
from this new academy on Nov. 1.
Jeff Isler seems to have come up
Research supports the premise
with a good definition of “sanity.”
that golf ought to remain just one
He’s doing something differently
facet of the pre-teen and early-teen
than most instructors have done it in
athlete’s regimen. To some that may
the past—and getting a better result.
seem paradoxical at first—after all,
We’re talking about group teachwouldn’t constant training, begun
ing of grade-school children who are
early, produce mastery of a sport or
fairly new to golf. In late June, Isler
activity? Not if fatigue and breakopened his Junior Athletic Golf
down set in—which recent studies
Academy (JAGA) northwest of Dallas
insist it will, and does. The problem
to a rousing reception. The new
is a lack of foundational fitness for
4,500-square-foot training center—
athletic movement. There’s also a
climate-controlled and stocked with
burnout factor partly based on golf’s
state-of-the-art gear— serves golfsolitary nature, which doesn’t mesh
ers age 5 to 12 with a novel apwell with the pre-teen instinct toward
proach. They gather in groups of 10
having fun with peers.
with a head coach plus an assistant
To develop the JAGA facility sucfor 90 minutes of weekly athletic fun
cessfully, Isler needed a curriculum
and challenge, plus some golf tech- An optimal learning environment for kids was the goal that made sense—one that overcame
nique sprinkled in. The students ad- when designing JAGA. It’s been a hit since opening day. his long-held belief that group teaching
vance along a color-coded, level-byof young golfers was ineffective. “That
level path of progress, similar to youth martial arts instrucimage of 10 fifth-graders strung along a practice tee in the hot
tion with its colored belts.
sun with piles of balls to hit, working on grip and posture and
Underlying the JAGA’s design is an understanding that
alignment, never seemed right to me,” he says, calling this an
golf is a “late-specialization sport,” or at least it should be.
approach that “doesn’t help the kids and doesn’t help the
By this Isler and others mean juniors must develop physigame of golf.” What he decided was that indoctrinating kids
cally and athletically through varied sports activity before
that age as potential golfers meant creating a way for them to
they turn to golf as any kind
build an athletic foundation,
of full-time pursuit.
which is what JAGA is all
The “Golf Fun Zone” is
about.
what Jeff and his crew
For starters, in the age
informally call their JAGA.
of video games and heliThe term represents a
copter parents, you can’t
seamless convergence of
assume that physical defacility design, developvelopment occurs the way
ment concept and day-in,
it did a generation or two
day-out programming.
ago. “Take a group of
Enrollment ramped up
second-graders and test
quickly with an original 20
them for movement skills
or so students in July.
or game skills that you
That number increased to
think would be universal at
30 a month later and the
that age,” Isler suggests.
projection is for some 50
“You’ll be surprised to find
kids to be active in the
out that many of them
JAGA program by the
can’t skip. Others can’t
time the Proponent Group There is little to no downtime during a typical JAGA session.
throw a tennis ball. You
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really can’t assume anything.”
make it happen, for several reaTaking some cues from TPI’s
sons. The basic reason is that no
recent junior training innovations,
other sport has the professional
Isler and his daughter, Proponent
coaching and teaching infrastrucAssociate member Kaylin Skovture that golf has, with the possible
ron, studied and planned for two
exception of tennis. Furthermore,
years before developing the
the parents who send their 5-tomaster curriculum and binders
12-year-old kids into the “Golf Fun
full of “lesson plans” that guide
Zone” once a week know that elite
his new junior academy’s projunior training is available from the
gramming. It’s very stationsame source at such time that their
based, progressing through
child might be ready for it.
movement, balance, agility, coThat’s how golf can “get away”
ordination and other foundational
with running a junior activity proskills. The blood gets pumping
gram that is very light on the techand the pace stays quick, broken
nique side of its own proprietary
up by brief breaks for water and
sport, and be successful with it.
perhaps an engaging short video
One additional reason is golf’s legon golf technique, then it’s back
acy of courteous, ethical, respectful
out to the stations.
behavior. “We make respect for
“Those 90 minutes fly by,”
each other and respect for the
says Isler. “If the flow stops, or
coaches a requirement,” Isler
dead time sets in, this kind of
says. Again, when life-lesson
program doesn’t work. The
material like that comes in the
kids sense that you don’t
flow of a fun, camaraderiereally have a plan and they
building experience it goes
become difficult to control.”
down easier, the coaches
One golf-skill station that the
would tell you.
youngsters enjoy is a simple
It’s early in what appears
putting competition with two
to be a new era of golf incompeting teams lined up 20
struction for pre-teens, with
feet across from each other
athletics and fun at its core.
with a white line halfway beThe version of that new aptween them. The object is to
proach found in Jeff Isler’s
roll putts so that they come to
“Golf Fun Zone” will yield
rest as close as possible to the
highly valuable feedback, as
line. “It’s putting, which is usuthe teaching model—and the
ally a pretty calm activity, but
business model—come in for
the kids are screaming the
further refinement.
An airy, colorful interior at JAGA is designed for maximum functionality.
whole time for their teammates
to score points,” says Isler.
Along with developing a model of physical training, Isler
wanted and needed to hit upon a business model that
While attending the Proponent
would create a path to growth. “There are only so many elite
Group Summit Nov. 1 – 3 at Las
juniors trying to compete in AJGA tournaments, and our
Colinas Country Club you’ll have
academy certainly had more than our share of local kids like
the opportunity to visit the Junior
that,” he says. “I took note when their parents would tell me
Athletic Golf Academy as a guest
we were doing great work with their 13-year-old, but did we
of fellow Proponent Group member
have any opportunities for the 7-year-old sibling?”
Jeﬀ Isler, its founder and owner.
For $199 a month, plus some optional upgrades, the JAGA
Jeﬀ is making time available bestudent receives one afternoon a week of varied training and
fore, during and after the Summit
competition that includes golf but doesn’t put it front and center.
for interested attendees. To visit,
This will sound like heresy, but you really don’t need much
contact Jeﬀ at jeﬀ@jeﬃslergolf.com
golf expertise to operate a program like Isler’s new JAGA. And
or 817-789-3382
yet, only a prominent golf instruction group like Isler’s could

Summit Goers Invited to JAGA
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